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The porch belongs to Myrna Fruitt, a resident of Newbridge on the Charles.
You can view some of her other work at http://fruittiongallery.com/.

!

Cary n B. Fina rd

We have been pleased by your positive response to
the first issue of The Bridge. We also appreciate
your comments and the financial donations that
many have contributed to make printing possible. In
this issue we have doubled the number of pages, including a smart cover, designed by our new Production Editor, along with a list of our capable staff.
Hope you like it.
Many of you have interesting personal stories
to tell; we hear them at dinner. Write them up, and
send them to our new email, address (see below) or
put them in John Averell's mailbox. We will work
with you to help make your stories the best they can
be; you will be proud to see them in print. We love
artwork. It will be printed in black and white, and
may be smaller than the original, but it adds greatly
to The Bridge. Don't wait to submit your work; we
like to have as much on hand as possible.
We are happy to acknowledge the partial funding of printing costs for The Bridge during the coming year by the Marketing Department of NewBridge on the Charles. In addition we will continue
to accept voluntary donations for this purpose. Contributions to printing may be made by check to
“TheBridge Journal” and given to Arnold Heiger or
John Averell for deposit.
We invite interested residents to join our
Bridge staff. We hold regular monthly meetings, as
well as additional smaller meetings as needed. Editing pieces for publication is our primary duty. We
are looking for editors who can work interactively
and collaboratively with authors to refine text to
make the best possible story. If you can help us, and
will commit to this endeavor, please let us know
and come to the next meeting.
All you readers can send Letters to the Editor to
our email address, below. We would like to get your
ideas on what you liked or disliked about this issue,
suggestions for new stories, features, etc. Looking
forward to another even better issue next quarter.
!

I love
The sound of rain on the roof,
Fuzzy puppies,
A child’s laughter,
The setting sun,
A dozen long stemmed red roses.
I love
The purr of a kitten,
The flowers that bloom,
The fallen snow,
Springtime,
The beatles.
I love
Baby’s breath,
A bubbling brook, eggs and bacon,
Autumn leaves,
A melody.
I love
Green pastures,
Children at play,
A mother’s touch,
The whistling wind,
A shooting star.
I love
Your endearing smile,
Your poignant soul,
Your tender amorous heart,
But, most of all,
I love you,
My beloved daughters. •

!
Collage
Glo Wittes

Our email Address

TheBridge.NBOC@gmail.com
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on his head, before climbing back down to alert my
family of what had happened.
My grandfather was an 80-year-old orthodox
Jew with a white beard and pink cheeks. He very
much looked like the Santa Claus pictures. His congregation, made up of immigrants from the town of
Brzezany, in Poland, made much of the fact that he
had lived to be eighty and had died on a Friday.
None of this impressed me. I had lost my beloved
Zaida.
He was laid out in a coffin in what was the bedroom that I shared with my brothers. The three of us
were moved into an adjacent room. Two members
of his congregation stayed with the coffin praying
the entire weekend until he was buried on Sunday.
Under the coffin was a large bucket to catch the water dripping from the ice in the coffin. I heard the
drip throughout the night. To this very day, whenever I hear a faucet dripping, I think of that weekend.!I!never!saw!his!hat!among!the!clothes!he!left!
behind;!I!assume!it!was!on!his!head!when!he!was!
buried.!I'm!glad!for!that.!•!

!

NBOC Camera Club
Do!you!have!a!camera!that!you!don't!know!
how!to!use?!Do!you!have!a!camera!you!know!
how!to!use,!but!it's!been!sitting!in!a!drawer!
somewhere!ever!since!you!moved!to!NBOC?!
!
Consider!the!NBOC!Camera!Club.!We!
meet!once!a!month!to!learn!more!about!the!
camera!equipment!we!own,!we!are!inspired!to!
go!out!(or!stay!in)!and!photograph!with!a!
theme!in!mind.! We!are!learning!how!to!
download!our!pictures,!edit!them!online!using!
our!computer!editing!program!and!print!
them..!
!
Our!first!photo!exhibit!is!scheduled!for!
October!12.!It!will!enable!us!to!share!our!inK
terest!and!love!of!photography!with!our!felK
low!members,!with!new!exhibits!every!three!
months.!
!!!!!!In!January!we!will!have,!as!part!of!the!ArtK
ist!in!Residence!Series,!a!professional!photogK
rapher!to!lead!classes!in!the!Art!of!PhotogK
raphy.!!We!will!start!with!the!basics!and!conK
tinue!to!grow!in!our!knowledge.!!Field!trips!
are!planned!for!the!spring.!

Solomon and Chaya Reichstein
Nat’s Grandparents

Nat Goldhaber

I was fourteen years old and living on the top floor
of a four-story tenement in the lower east side of
New York City. We lived in a seven-room railroad
flat. The kitchen stove, which burned coal, was
supposed to heat the entire apartment. It did not always work, especially when it snowed. My grandfather, who lived with us, would wait for one of us
(we were three brothers) to come home from school
and we then climbed a ladder onto the roof to shovel the snow off the flat roof. We were under the
false impression that by so doing we would keep
our apartment warmer.
I had been the first to come home that snowy
day, and my grandfather and I went up onto the roof
to shovel the snow off. He was on one end of the
roof and I was on the other. It was a windy day, and
suddenly I saw his black hat fly by. I ran after the
hat yelling, “Zaida, I will get your hat,” which I did.
Walking back toward him I saw he was lying on the
roof. He had died. I had never seen him without a
hat and the first thing I did was to put his hat back
The Bridge
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Fiction

and I tell her it looks great, which it really did. Then
she drops the next shoe, and tells me that $350 is
only for the skirt, the sweater is an additional $450.
Trapped, I realize that women are much smarter than men, and she has outsmarted me. She tells
the good looking sales lady that she will take the
skirt and sweater and I, defeated, start to get up
when she tells me, '"If you like this, wait until you
see what else I have."
Two hours later, I realize that I am probably
bankrupt, but Linda, the one that just broke the
bank, is happy and that's all that really counts, isn't
it? Well in retrospect, I can't remember the last time
I bought something for myself. It really doesn't matter because when Linda walks into a room, how
much is $350 and $450? Never mind. What I'm trying to say is that when Linda walks into a room
with me, I am invisible anyway.
We are on our way to her new Lexus and home
(she won't be seen in my dirty, dented Taurus.)
Suddenly, she spots a shoe store. She has to have
pink shoes to match her outfit, so I reluctantly follow her to the shoe store. This is no place for a man
or beast. There are shoes of every kind and color
strewn all over the floor. I can't believe how many
women are in this tiny store and how they manage
to avoid falling over the minefield of rejected shoes.
I tell Linda I will wait outside, but she insists I go
with her for my opinion, as if she will really listen
to it. I am definitely not going into this store. I am
determined not to be in the middle of this madness.
I put my foot down. Five seconds later I am sitting
on a chair beside Linda, and a male salesman is
fondling her feet. He is really sweet, and I thought I
should introduce him to my neighbor's son who is
also very sweet. There are a sea of legs, women sitting, standing, walking. Did I say walking? Most of
the younger women, the only ones I look at anyway
(I already told you, I'm a dirty old man), are doing
very dangerous acrobatics, walking on six inch stilettos. They should absolutely increase their insurance, unless they have a death wish and then it
doesn't matter.
Linda has found a pair of shoes that she likes
and asks my opinion, but before I can give it, she
spots an old friend, gives sweetie her credit card,
and starts to chat with her friend. I wait for her outside until all the dirt is absorbed by each party.

Howard Kravets

We are in Nordstroms department store and Linda,
my wife, is looking for a few things for spring. I
don't remember agreeing to go with her and, if I did,
I am going to make an appointment with my psychiatrist as soon as I get home.
A pretty sales lady approaches and asks if she
can help us. I have a lot of ideas about that, and
none of them have to do with shopping. Linda, who
is very intuitive, gives me a dirty look. Linda has an
incredible talent for mind reading and she always
knows what I'm thinking.
Back to the sales lady, who has already engaged Linda, and is leading her through the aisles,
picking up armfuls of all kinds of stuff that women
wear. They are both gabbing and smiling, while I
am standing in the middle of 'ladies undergarments'.
I am not happy about this, but if I move I will never
find Linda again.
The sales lady is directing Linda to a dressing
room and me to a hard chair, just outside of no
man's land, so Linda can model each potential purchase for me. A lovely young woman passes by and
I fantasize that she is modeling some of the underwear I was just enveloped in. No such luck. Am I
becoming a dirty old man? No, I already am.
Linda comes out wearing a really nice dress
and waits for my opinion. "How much is it?" I ask.
She casually tells me it's $900. I immediately don't
like this dress, and I tell her so. "What don't you
like?" she asks. I want to tell her the price, but being
the coward that I am, I tell her the one thing that
will kill any sale, "You look fat."
Miffed, she swirls around and walks back to the
dressing room. I thought I heard her mumble some
sort of obscenity, but my Linda would never do that
— in public. About a lifetime later she comes out
wearing a nice pink skirt and matching sweater. I
know I better not ask the price, at least until there is
a little discussion. When I think about it, I'm a pretty smart guy, but I have to be careful because Linda
is no dummy, and will catch on to me in a heartbeat. I tell her the color goes well with her blue
eyes. Linda has the most beautiful blue eyes, that is,
unless she's angry at me, and they turn red. She has
turned around and around so many times that I am
dizzy watching her, so before I throw up, I ask her
how much the outfit is. She tells me it's only $350
The Bridge
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So I came here from Baltimore,
from sweeping hair shavings on a barbershop floor
to an assembly line at Westinghouse
and made a life for myself
in a store on a river and a house on a hill.
When I was a boy I used to make
mud and stick bridges,
drew them on penny pads of paper,
walked across them,
read about them.
I wanted to build bridges with iron and steel.
Such is life on Great Broadway.
What remains is this:

the store on Liberty Avenue at the Ohio River,
ANCHOR TIRE AND BATTERY CO.

in two-foot red letters across the front,
tied to that anchor
six days a week for forty years,
and your mother at home
waiting for me at the window,
the curtains slightly parted
and the glow of the lamp on her hair.
He has Parkinson’s now and can no longer drive.
So this day I drive slowly,
my father on the passenger side for the first time,
across the Point bridge to the North Side,
up the incline in a cable car to Washington Heights
high above the Allegheny River.

The smell of cooking rubber in the vats
mixed with gasoline
from the Gulf station next door,
the truck tires hip high,
Good Year stamped on the treads,
Anchor on the retreads,
the big black inner tubes
floating on Conneaut Lake on a summer day.
the sounds of rub a dub dub
three men in a tub
bouncing back to the shore,
and the tubes swinging from the apple tree
in the back yard, the children singing
Oh how I love to go up in a swing,
up in the air so high,

At the top we sit down on a bench
and look through stationary binoculars
to the diamond point of Pittsburgh,
her necklace of bridges
patterns of steel lace over the three rivers.
Tug boats push coal barges down the Ohio,
and along the Monongahela
open hearth furnaces
are burnt out maws.
The afternoon sun caresses our backs.
I take his trembling hand. •

Well I am home and alive which is a good
thing because when Linda is upset and driving, she
is, without a doubt, a candidate for "The Indy
500." Also she is dyslectic or something like that, as
she reads every stop sign as "GO". I am heading for
the bar, which in our house is the cabinet over the
kitchen sink, for a stiff drink. Linda is trying on her
new clothes. She comes into the kitchen in the pink
outfit that started the run on the bank.
"What do you think?" She asks. You look fat.
Uh, uh, I tried that and besides, she really looks
good. Before I can answer, she asks me, "Do you
think it makes me look fat?" •

[contimued from previous page]

They air kiss and Linda comes out and we head for
the Lexus and home.
"Did we come in this door?" she asks me as she
looks for the Lexus. I have no idea where she
parked. I always close my eyes when she is parking
and pray that we won't hit another car. Every car
here is a Lexus. "I don't see it.”
"Should we try the other entrance? How could
you not know where we parked the car?" she asks. I
want to remind her that she was driving, but I value
my life, and want to have sex with her again, so I
suggest we try the West entrance, then the East. After an hour we finally find the car at the South entrance, second level.

The Bridge
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Polish consulate in Düsseldorf, fifteen miles or so
from Essen, where we live.
On the walk to the railroad station, we pass chanting
gangs of brownshirts smashing store windows. Occasionally, a piece of furniture comes crashing to
the sidewalk through an upstairs window. Sidewalks and streets are littered with broken glass. Onlookers gawk and cheer the hoodlums on.
At the Polish consulate, we find hundreds of Jews
sitting on the floor of several large rooms. There is
a feeling of dread and uncertainty.
We spend the day at the consulate, returning after we are told things have quieted down on the outside.

Edward Goldstein

My mother displayed her precious collection of china figurines and crystal goblets in an antique mahogany-and-glass cabinet called a vitrine. It was
about five feet high, three feet wide and eighteen
inches deep. Its fragile curved mahogany framework was delicately carved and finished to a high
gloss. Most of it was glass. Glass shelves held antique Meissen at one level, colored crystal goblets
on another, and exquisite, tiny pieces of china and
sterling silver on the bottom.
Late evening on November 9, 1938, when I
was fifteen, I saw the last of it on the sidewalk beneath our apartment — the cabinet and its contents
smashed into kindling and thousands of shards of
glass and china.

As we walk through the splintered front door of our
apartment, we find chaos. The floors are covered
with broken china and glass. The smashed remnants
of our six sets of china dishes — everyday milk and
meat, company milk and meat, and Passover milk
and meat — are intermingled on the oriental carpet
without regard to dietary distinctions. The more delicate pieces of furniture have been reduced to kindling. Glass jars of vegetables, fruits, jams and other delicacies have been smashed; sticky food covers
the kitchen floor and oriental rugs. Several featherbeds have been slashed open and emptied throughout the apartment, their feathers mixing with the
broken glass, splintered wood and smeared food.
Some silver is gone, but there has been surprisingly
little looting.
We settle down for a restless night’s sleep as
best we can.

Around seven that morning, our telephone rings.
Friends call to tell us that our beautiful synagogue is
burning — see photograph, below — and Jewish
stores and residences are being vandalized.

My brother and I do not return to classes at the
gymnasium we attend. Four months later, in February of 1939, he and I are on a Kindertransport that
takes us to England where we find refuge at a thirdrate boarding school. Our parents follow us to England in August 1939, a couple of days before the invasion of Poland.
Kristallnacht provides an urgent reminder to
the Jews still remaining in Germany to get out of
the country — if they can. Actually, of course, getting out of Germany is easy — for those who can
get a visa to another country. •

A half hour later, three or four brown-shirted
storm troopers pound on our apartment door demanding entry. My father faces them, insisting on
his rights as a war veteran who had fought on the
German side during the war. Surprised, they leave
After two more such visits, each more threatening,
my father decides that we should seek refuge in the

The Bridge
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wide avenue that runs for miles along the Atlantic.
We moved around freely and never felt harassed or
that we were being watched. However, I have no
doubt that if we strayed where they didn’t want us
Big Brother would have been right there. Law enforcement people were probably around, but they
maintained a very low profile.
Some of the tourist highlights: The Museo
Nacional de Bellas Artes is a first-rate fine arts museum with a collection of mostly Cuban art. The
Hotel Nacional de Cuba where Meyer Lansky and
his buddies hung out is in good condition and is a
functioning resort. We visited Adath Israel, a synagogue where we attended Shabbat Services and had
dinner. There are about 1,500 Jews left in Cuba and
the Joint Distribution Committee oversees them.
There is a museum at the site of The Bay of Pigs.
The Cubans consider the incident a great victory
over the United States. A ride in one of the vintage
cars is quite an experience. One gets a surreal sense
of being in a time warp. These cars are from the
50’s, Chevys, Oldsmobiles, Packards and Russian
Ladars. They are privately owned and have been
kept running with tremendous ingenuity. My favorite visit was to Finca Vigia, Ernest Hemingway’s
home, which is outside of Havana. He lived there
from 1940 to 1960. “Old Man of the Sea” was written there. His fishing boat Pilar is on view. The
house is in such disrepair that we were not permitted inside.
Visiting Cuba when we did was an extraordinary experience. Life there is very hard for most
people. In 2005 no private enterprise was permitted. Things have eased up a little in the last few
years. Salaries are low and people have to hustle.
Most participate in a thriving black market in order
to survive.
It is sad that the island is so cut off from reality
and the prospects of a better life because of an ideology that has proven to be unsuccessful. I feel that
nothing will change until both Castros have left the
scene. •

Joan Warshaw

It was 4:00 A.M. when we left home. My husband
and I arrived at Miami National Airport about an
hour later in the dark. The year was 2005 and we
were embarking on a rather unusual trip, Cuba. It
was a licensed trip authorized by the State Department.
As we entered the terminal I had an uneasy eerie feeling. Our flight was not listed on the flight
departure screen. We learned that it was a charter
flight under the umbrella of Delta Airlines. After
making numerous inquiries we arrived at the preboarding area and started the process of what has
become normal to flying.
The flight took about forty minutes and was
uneventful. Upon arrival we went through customs
and immigration control, showed passports and did
the normal things a tourist would do in any foreign
country.
While waiting to connect with ground transportation we were in an area that was enclosed with a
chain link fence. Cubans were not permitted inside.
They clung to the fence searching for their loved
ones. I observed a big man carrying an outsized
canvas bag that probably contained
items unavailable on the island. A group of young
children spotted him and were jumping with joy
screaming "Papa, Papa". This was a very poignant
scene.
On the way to our hotel, which was in the Historic District, we passed the huge parade ground
where Fidel gave his two and three hour speeches.
Looking down on this enormous space was a large
portrait of Che Guevara. That jolted us back to reality and reminded us of where we were. We drove
by what at one time must have been beautiful buildings of European architecture. They were in such
disrepair that many had to be supported by wooden
poles. Occasionally there was an empty space
where a building had collapsed.
Havana is a beautiful city. The Malecon is a

We Want to Hear from You
First, we want your feedback about this issue. What did you like? How can we improve future issues?
Next, we need your stories, poems and pictures. Send an email to John Averell (at the address shown below) outlining what you would like to contribute. He will assign an editor to help you with the entire process.
TheBridge.NBOC@gmail.com
The Bridge
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suffused with the aroma of honeysuckle and gardenias. Perhaps, I would be walking toward downtown, up a well-paved and orderly street, lined with
magnolias, japonicas and oaks. A penned-up dog —
probably a terrier — yipping stridently at me from
within the well-manicured but safe yard of an ivycovered home enclosed by a privet hedge or a picket fence. Barking, not angrily but rather from a
sense of responsibility. It was his territory and I an
intruder.
Or I might have been riding my bicycle (onehanded with something to eat in the other). It was a
small city, easily traversed by bicycle, the preferred
and only mode of transportation available to me,
save for a meandering trolley line that made a huge
two-way loop around the City, not direct and not really convenient to anyplace in particular but scenic
nonetheless. The weather would be idyllic.
The last time I visited, I noted changes. The
City and the University have tripled in size from my
time. It has spread geographically and industrially
as well. Parts of the town now were formerly rural.
It was a college town, with minimal industry, and
largely agricultural. Where cotton had grown stood
a Mercedes-Benz factory. Not one high school but
several. There were new neighborhoods and downtown was dead. The city sprawled down the bluff
and over the river into Northport. A branch of the
Black Warrior River had been dammed and turned
into a 26-mile lake where once watermelons grew.
It was named, prosaically (I am sorry to report this)
Lake Tuscaloosa, complete with a marina and fancy
homes. It is, however, one of the few places not
named after Bear Bryant, a current legendary local
hero.
Although most of the people I knew are long
gone.1 can still see them in my mind as seventeen
years old and feisty. Where are the lovely young
girls — Cynthia, Nedra, Nancy — in saddle shoes
or huaraches and pinafores, smelling of Lux soap?
In their eighties, if alive. The boys with DA haircuts
and Rose Hair Oil. The Friday-night football games
when the THS Black Bears took on the state.
I know I am conflating at least three Tuscaloosas:
the one that evolved after I left, the one destroyed
by the storm, and the one I hold in my mind. On
Saturdays in the fall when I watch the Tide play
football on TV it is real. But is that how it was then
or is it how I wanted it to be? No matter. If you
have a hold on a pleasant memory, true or false,
keep it. •

Max Potter

This is about my hometown. I wasn't born there. I
have no family there. But it is where I grew up and
was educated, and have not lived since 1947. Still, it
is my hometown emotionally, and real enough for
me.
Tuscaloosa, once the capital of Alabama and
now the seat of its eponymous county, was founded
some time around 1540. It is named after an Indian
chief who was slaughtered in warfare by Fernando
De Soto at the battle of Mauvila. It is known locally
as the Druid City, the latter name deriving from the
large number of oak trees that grow along its broad
avenues. The Druids, an ancient Celtic cult, flourished in Gaul and Briton about the first century
BCE and apparently employed oak trees and mistletoe in their now lost rituals. As far as I know there
were no Druids in Tuscaloosa. Protestants, yes; descendants of former slaves, yes; some Roman Catholics, a klavern of clandestine Klansmen, and as
well, a minyan or two of Jews (orthodox and reform); but Druids, no.
The city sits high on a bluff overlooking the
Black Warrior River and has been the home of the
University of Alabama since 1831. There were
magnolias, japonicas, wisteria, too, along with a
few remaining antebellum mansions.
On April 27, 2011, I watched with horror its
destruction by tornadoes. Seeing the news, I looked
for familiar sites, but found few. Just destruction.
All destruction is the same whether due to flood,
fire or tornado — stripped trees, flattened roofs, deserted roads. No delineation of streets or neighborhoods, no lawns. Just rubble. Rubble is rubble,
whether in Hiroshima or Tuscaloosa, or now Munson.
I was able to make out the course of the storm,
and even identified one building I did know. I was
surprised to find it all happened within a short distance from my old childhood home on 12th Street.
(The storm struck 25th Street. There was no 25th
Street in my childhood.) Thankfully, the nearby
University was spared, but not by much. (It didn't
survive the Civil War, but that is a different story.)
The area I saw was brown with splinters and blackened, spar-like ghost trees; a rural landscape in a
science fiction travelogue of destruction.
For what was I looking? Some memories?
Perhaps, an April past. The colors would be green
— the velvety leaves of magnolia, the air faintly
The Bridge
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Frankie Wolff !

D iana Bronn er

Unwrap!a!chocolate!candy!
open!an!envelope!from!the!kids!
stroke!my!dog's!warm!fur!
grip!my!tennis!racquet!
hug!a!Friend!
brush!my!teeth!
touch!a!child's!face!
hold!the!phone!to!my!ear!
cradle!a!cup!of!coffee!
tie!the!laces!on!my!Reeboks!
lick!icing!off!my!finger!
put!an!earring!in!my!ear!
button!a!child's!coat!
support!a!Friend!across!the!street!
pack!a!Passover!basket!
hold!the!reins!on!my!horse!
finger!a!plane!ticket!
embrace!our!children!
dial!a!Friend's!phone!number!
turn!the!pages!in!a!book!
bake!Challah!
unlock!my!front!door!
hold!hands!w/those!I!love!
put!on!mascara!
stuff!them!in!deep,!warm!pockets!
pack!my!suitcase!!
play!a!CD!
set!the!table!w/lovely!china!
grasp!the!handlebars!on!my!bike!
flip!on!a!light!
pick!flowers!for!Jackie's!grave.!•!

A colony of orchids
awaken
to a spring day,
hiding shyly
in the fungi of the
sun dappled
forested floor.
From each tall stem,
as elegant as
a swan's neck
hangs a single
yellow lady slipper
I stare, enchanted
my world suddenly
changed.
Out of nowhere, a
few sprigs of
delicate columbine,
the red flowers bobbing,
trembling
in the light breeze.
Why do they hang their
lovely heads?
Do they pay homage
to the earth from
which they sprang
or do they hide their
fragile beauty
from the uncaring eye? •

!
Drawing by anonymous resident of NBOC
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Al Rosen

On Sunday, June 25, 1944, approximately three
weeks after our ship arrived in the English Channel,
we anchored near Cherbourg in Normandy, France.
Around twilight I was called to the Captain’s office.
“You have a guest in your room,” he tells me,
“Greet him, but do not ask questions”. In my room I
find a man sitting in my desk chair, without his
clothing except for his skivvies and black sox. A
partially emptied duffle is in front of him, and a
growing pile of rough looking clothes at his feet.
My desk flap is open, some personal articles on it.
“Welcome aboard” I said, “I am Lieutenant
Rosen.” He looked up, said nothing, continuing to
unload his duffle. Presently his hand came out with
some packets of banknotes. He spoke: “I have been
with the Free French passing out invasion currency,” and handed me two pieces, one 50-franc note
and one 10-franc note, each bearing the words
“emis en france” and “Serie de 1944.” I took them,
examined them, and put them on my desk, not sure
that he intended me to keep them. He next handed
me a sheathed dagger, saying, “I won’t need this
any more.” I took it, said “Thank you” and placed it
on the desk. His last item was a complete blue U.S.
Navy uniform, with three gold stripes on the sleeves

of the blouse. As he unfolded it and hung it in my
wardrobe he said “With this I am a prisoner of war;
without it I am a spy”. With that, he reached for a
towel and asked, “Where is the shower?” I told him
and, without another word, he left.
I closed my desk flap and went up to the Captain’s office to give him a report. He stopped me
with “Keep it to yourself.” Later I returned to my
room. My visitor was not there; his duffle and uniform were gone. I opened my desk flap. His personal items were gone. The bank notes and dagger remained. I still have them. •

Fanna Kreidberg

It started at 8:30 in the morning, an awful screech.
Was it me, or the blade of the chain saw? The crane
lifted high in the sky, so high that it seemed to reach
the clouds hovering above. Hooked around my upper branches, chained around my very top where
leaves still grew, finally separated and lowered to
the ground. Piece by piece, chain, saw, and lowered,
till there was nothing left but a tall, still strong
trunk, standing bare. And then in chunks, cut, drop,
till it was gone – hundreds of years – thirty minutes
combined by man. Old, broken, hurting, like so
many who looked at me, admired me for my will to
live. Noble no more, fallen, a level stump. •
Photo by Al Rosen
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We ambled back the 3 blocks to our small shul
with its cheaper sometimes-rabbi and chazan. My
father thought rabbis had too many children and
“milked the shul”. So Berriman thrived mostly
without a rabbi, run by the congregation and Mendel the shamus, who lived with his wife above the
shul. He spoke only a few Yiddish-tinged words of
English.
Some holidays were more memorable than others. During Simchas Torah, we marched through
Berriman’s aisles with Israeli flags topped with apples and lit candles. My father often led the last
maarif service. At that time it was traditional, after
a kiddush of shnaps and salted arbus (salted chickpeas), to taunt the lay leader of the service. Once, I
came prepared with a homemade blowpipe made of
a hollowed reed — with beans for ammunition —
and stood ready for attack. When I saw Mr. Strauss
about to lift Pa’s talis as a prank (but unable to conceal an open-mouthed laugh) I blew a bean right into his mouth, causing an enormous sputtering and
aborting his trick. At sukkos, Pa gathered reeds (we
called them tzitzes) from the swampy areas around
Linden Boulevard to top a makeshift sukkah on our
roof, decorated with hanging fruit and colored
lights. On Yom Kippur the ammonia salts that were
passed around the shul to keep the fasting old men
from passing out fascinated me.

Sherwin (Shmiel) Lehrer

On shabas, after the Friday evening meal prepared
by Ma, and Pa chanting zmiros, Pa would crack
prune pits with the handle of a knife and give me
the kernels to eat. The next day — with shul, another meal, and a nap for Pa in our apartment —
was truly a day of rest from his inherited kosher
butcher shop below on the corner of Sutter and Atkins in East New York, Brooklyn, where I grew up
in the ‘30s and ‘40s.
Shabas and the holidays centered around the
little Berriman Street shul where my father was
President. It was where I sat with Pa from the earliest times, giving him naches by dutifully learning to
read Hebrew, absorbing the prayers and becoming
Bar Mitzvah without instruction. There too, Mr.
Stein unknowingly caught my four-year old finger
in the hinged sidur-holder while I sat in silent tears
until Pa saw and freed me. Yiddish was the language after Torah reading, of sermons and appeals
for money for yeshivas in Palestine and later for
victims of the Holocaust.
Every shabas we walked to shul and home,
hand in hand, Mr. Lehrer and his little Shmielekl –
Pa in his dark suit and fedora hat and I in my knickers. We strolled the two blocks along Sutter Avenue
with a presidential air: past Reb Denberg’s storefront cheder that I attended, the candy store where I
sometimes got an egg cream, and Mr. Gerber’s grocery where my nickel got a sour pickle from a brine
barrel.
Later, I played street games with the other kids,
but on some shabas afternoons Pa would take me
by the hand to another neighborhood to see a movie,
having arranged with the manager to pay in advance
so as not to touch the money. What felt deliciously
surreptitious was just an early lesson in the adventurous flexibility of interpreting Jewish law.
When I was ten years old, on a hot fall Rosh
Hashana day, my friend Albie and I snuck into the
big shul on Atkins Avenue. We climbed the outside
fire escape, despite the height and open stairs, hoping to get into the door that had been left open for
air. Unlike our shul, Atkins had a cantor. I had
never seen one. We managed to get a peek at his
tall yarmulke and colorful talis just before the door
suddenly and unceremoniously closed us out.
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Fifty years later, my wife and I drove through the
old neighborhood. The Atkins Street Shul building
was still there with its big Star of David on the window, though now a church. Our house – with the
kosher butcher store – was gone, in its place a lot
full of corn plants. We drove past Berriman Jr.
High school (PS 64) and the shul – both gone. No
kids were playing in the street - no kids around at
all. The East New York shtetl was gone.
My father retired to a Miami neighborhood behind a shopping mall. I quietly lapsed from my
childhood religion, and while I kept my Jewish
identity, I could never tell Pa how much of the old
ways I had left behind. When on a visit he asked my
then-new wife (a child Holocaust survivor) if she
would keep a kosher home, she simply said, “No”.
Although he never said anything, I like to think that
he simply accepted me for what he gave me early,
and what I had become. •
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Marcia Frank

Arnie Heiger

Under the leadership of Rabbi Miller, a group of
Brooklyn natives gathered on Aug 25 for an evening of reminiscing and partaking in an oldfashioned Brooklyn Jewish repast fit for a rabbi. We
had cold cuts, rye bread and rolls with all the dressings and accessories, including Dr. Brown’s soda.
Twenty-four of us enjoyed the festivities, first
in the theater and then in the area between the Nosh
and Treats. Unfortunately a few could not attend,
but we were treated by the inclusion of a younger
Brooklyn Jewish woman who reminded us of where
we came from, both in attitude and language. •

Fishy Fish, goodbye, goodbye,
We’re oh so sad you had to die!
You are now in Fishy Heaven.
All your fishy friends are there.
There were six — now there are seven.
Eating fish cakes in the air.
You were such a lovely swimmer
Twisting, turning in the bowl.
May your new life be as happy.
May God rest your fishy soul. •

!
Al Rosen
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said,!“Leg!Waxing!$10.”!!I!asked,!“Is!that!for!one!
leg!or!two?”!She!said,!“What!a!sheltered!life!you!
lead,!not!understanding!waxing.”!In!my!defense,!I!
have!no!hair!growing!on!my!body!except!on!my!
head!and!there!is!precious!little!of!that.!!As!I!age!
a!few!hairs!grow!inappropriately!on!my!chin.!!I!
might!consider!waxing!if!I!knew!what!it!was.!
!
As!a!final!example,!I!remember!when!my!
girls!were!young,!a!friend!asked,!“!Have!you!told!
your!children!about!drugs?”!I!responded,!“What!
should!I!tell!them?”!!I!was!mightily!surprised.!!In!
fact,!I!later!learned!about!drugs!from!my!chilK
dren.!!When!Nancy!didn’t!go!to!parties!she!was!
invited!to,!I!asked!why.!!She!said,!“All!they!do!is!
drugs.”!
!
That’s!the!way!my!life!has!gone,!feeling!like!a!
child!in!an!adult!world.!But!I!have!learned!acK
ceptance!of!others!as!well!as!of!myself.!Whatever!
anyone!does,!including!me,!is!okay.!!That!makes!
me!feel!light!as!if!a!huge!weight!has!been!taken!
off!my!shoulder.!It!makes!me!feel!honest,!as!
though!the!devil!was!searching!for!my!soul!and!
couldn’t!find!it.!It!makes!me!feel!like!a!grownKup,!
at!last.!•!
!

Gloria F. Rosenzweig !

Naiveté!has!been!an!annoyance!all!my!life.!!It’s!
not!that!I’ve!lived!in!a!roseKcovered!cottage!with!
little!forest!animals!watching!over!me.!Actually,!
the!first!fourteen!years!of!my!life!were!lived!with!
my!father’s!karma!!—!definitely!not!naiveté.!We!
moved!from!one!furnished!apartment!to!the!
next,!often!filled!with,!what!we!call!today,!unsaK
vory!characters.!When!the!bathroom!was!in!the!
hallway,!at!night!I!heard!laughing,!crying,!yelling!
and!other!unidentified!noises.!!To!my!mother!I!
said,!“What’s!that?”!She!shrugged!and!walked!me!
back!to!our!apartment.!!
!
Our!lives!were!filled!with!my!father’s!people,!
passing!through.!!Discussions!filled!the!air,!some!
loud,!some!raucous,!others!whispered.!!There!
was!no!attempt!to!hide!information,!but!I!had!no!
idea!what!they!were!talking!about.!It!was!my!naK
iveté!at!work!—!born!and!bred!in!the!bones,!I!beK
lieve.!!My!mother!was!an!incredibly!lovely!womK
an!—!not!an!unsavory!bone!in!her!body.!She!kept!
me!safe,!healthy!and!growing!—!but!not!worldly.!
I!always!thought!that!I!would!understand!the!
ways!of!the!world!when!I!grew!up,!but!it!never!
happened.!!I!remained!quiet,!shy,!unworldly,!just!
like!my!mother.!The!fourteen!years!after!my!faK
ther!died!were!spent!in!Worcester!in!the!bosom!
of!her!family.!!We!remained!the!same!but!withK
out!the!excitement!and!intrigue.!I!never!drank,!
smoked!or!took!drugs!nor!did!anything!that!my!
mother!would!not!like.!Nor!could!I!understand!
why!anyone!would.!The!outside!world!was!a!cuK
riosity,!but!not!influential.!When!my!children!
were!teenagers,!they!laughed!hysterically!when!I!
told!them!that.!!They!didn’t!believe!a!word.!
!
People!in!my!world!were!very!good!to!me.!
Perhaps!some!lived!in!what!we!call!the!“underK
belly”!of!life,!but!it!meant!nothing!to!me.!I!just!
loved!the!kindness!around!me!—!and!still!do.!NaK
iveté!remains.!

Lucille Sands

“The first day of the rest of my life” began one
lunchtime at the University of Rhode Island.
I was standing in line waiting for the president
of the college to welcome us to a barbecue for incoming freshman at his home. Six people ahead of
me was the cutest dark-complected guy with a
“duck tail” haircut. I backed my way up the line,
hoping that he would notice me standing there with
my back now facing him. He noticed me!! We dated
for the next four years. My sorority sisters named
our junk car the “Jerilu”. (Remember Desilu Productions?)
We married two weeks after graduation – had
three children – one in the 50s, one in the 60s, and
one in the 70s. We thought ahead – did not want
two in college at the same time.
I have had the very best time married to Jerry
Sands, even though he tells everyone that an education at U.R.I has become the most expensive decision he ever made. •

!

Recently,!I!went!into!a!CVS!to!buy!something!to!
wash!my!face.!“Would!you!like!soap!or!a!cleansK
er?”!the!clerk!asked.!!I!thought!that!soap!was!a!
cleanser,!but!I!said!“soap”.!She!said,!“Are!you!
sure?”!so!I!switched!to!cleanser.!That!seemed!to!
be!the!right!answer.!
!
Some!years!ago!at!a!Florida!flea!market,!I!
was!at!a!bar!having!my!nails!done.!!A!sign!above!
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displayed as expensive play toys of the rich. In one
such car a tiny, perfectly groomed poodle was lovingly held up for display by an equally perfectly
groomed blond woman riding in the passenger seat.
Her moment of glory came as she slowly raised her
hand to wave to the onlookers, a "peasant" crowd
paying homage to her wealth.
Stall after stall of Junk, people pouring over it,
looking for that special treasure they would find
nowhere else. Food vendors hawked their Cuban
dishes, even Cuban cigars, beers, kabobs, all creating wonderful aromas wafting through the hordes of
people. Tempted, I kept on walking to the end of
the block, resolute not to succumb, but finally, giving in to temptation, I turned around, walked back,
to buy and enjoy a chicken kabob and fried plantains--- my concession to being one of the multitude
doing the same.
Later that same day, dinner on Lincoln Road
and another river of people, endlessly flowing by
like the waters of a stream. Where do they all come
from, where do they all go? Women on heels so
high, if they fall off their shoes, they would be
committing suicide, skirts so short there is hardly
anything to cover the essentials. A man, cropped
blond hair, tight jeans, heeled shoes, cell phone to
his ear sashayed by. Men walked arm in arm,
women too. Ordinary every day people mixed in
with the endless parade of those who care about
showing themselves off and those who don't give a
darn. Cigarette smoke, throbbing music, at a nearby table, a young woman hysterically laughing at
every word said by her mate for the evening. Is she
high on alcohol, giddy from the supposedly funny
things her partner is saying, escaping from her
humdrum daytime world?
Who knows? Let's get out of here and find the
real world! •

Diana Bronner

Miami Beach is a different kind of a world, especially for someone visiting from Boston. Take the
Art Deco Festival on South Beach, SoBe as it is affectionately called. It is a big yearly event and I decided to try it out. At first sight it was an intimidating mob scene, an ever moving stream of people but
I jumped in quickly to become one with those that
flowed by. Some were there to look and some
were there to be looked at, the latter being down
right freaky and so proud of it.
A dark skinned man with an angelic face and
dreamy eyes sat perched on a stone wall dressed only in white shorts, his long blond tresses cascading
over his shoulders to flow down his naked
so. Each time someone glanced his way he preened
himself like a peacock, shoulders back, chest out,
muscles flexed, a provocative tilt of his head, a
come hither look in those dark dreamy eyes. Not
wanting to stare too much, I wandered on.
Suddenly a pair of huge naked buttocks, each
of basket ball size, confronted my eyes. Heavily
dimpled, they were separated by the string of a bikini, but don't get too excited. There was nothing
sexy in this, only gross! The front of this female
was just as eye startling. Her boobs were as big and
flatly round as her butt, just higher up. It was hard
to tell if she was coming or going. The face, don't
ask--beyond description. She stood talking to a
man, who was as perfectly comfortable with her as
she was with herself, both oblivious to the gawking
whispering people around her.
Performers high up on stilts strode through the
crowd. One was perched atop a tall garish pink
flamingo. It took me awhile of studying to realize
that the long legs hanging down the flamingo were
not the legs of the performer, but stuffed appendages made to look like his legs, eerily flopping
around with a life of their own. In the middle of
these strange tall stilted figures, I suddenly felt
dwarfed, unnaturally minuscule as though I was
having a bad dream in a carnival side show. I had
to get out of there--quickly.
Continuing down the street, I spotted a parade
of old 50's cars and I felt suddenly displaced. Having just recently come back from Cuba, it was Havana all over again, except there such cars are a fact
of life of the poor, dinosaurs still maintained for use
because there is nothing else to drive, no new cars
to buy. But here on Miami Beach they are proudly
The Bridge

Noah Gordon

Since coming to live in North Villa
I've doted on ice cream, vanilla.
I eat without stop
Till my best buttons pop,
And I walk like a Hebrew Godzilla. •
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and!the!house!also!receives!light!from!its!twentyK
three!windows.!
!
The!furniture!was!collected!from!dollhouse!
shows!around!New!England!as!well!as!from!merK
chants!throughout!the!country.!!The!most!expenK
sive!piece!is!a!beautifully!finished!fourKdrawer,!
dovetailKconstructed!bureau,!costing!$500.!!
There!is!also!a!grand!piano!with!a!hand!painted!
scene!under!the!lid,!cost!of!$350,!and!a!lovely!
secretary!chest!with!a!desk.!

Charlotte Feldman
Have!you!visited!the!dollhouse!displayed!in!the!
Health!Center!(near!the!gift!shop!on!Level!0)?!!
!
This!miniature!Victorian!manor!complete!
with!furniture!and!lighting!will!take!you!back!to!
the!l9th!Century.!!

!
!
As!you!inspect!the!dollhouse,!you!may!wonK
der!who!built!it,!why,!and!how!long!it!took!to!
build!such!a!house!and!assemble!the!contents.!!
At!the!bottom!right!of!the!building!is!a!small!
plaque!reading!“Sam!Berger,!1976”.!My!nephew!
Sam!started!his!project!in!1974!when!his!wife!
received!a!gift!of!a!few!pieces!of!miniature!furniK
ture,!which!he!decided!needed!a!home.!!

!
!
There!are!handmade!Persian!rugs!in!the!livK
ing!room!and!two!bedrooms,!wooden!molding!in!
the!dining!room,!a!telephone,!backgammon!set,!a!
solid!brass!inkwell,!dolls,!and!upholstered!sofa!
and!chairs,!even!a!weather!vane!on!the!roof.!!
Each!room!has!individual!wallpaper.!

!
!
Sam!donated!his!dollhouse!to!the!!NBOC!
Health!Center!in!2010.!!Readying!it!for!public!
display!required!extensive!work.!!Sam!repainted!
the!exterior,!removed!the!doors!that!covered!
nearly!the!whole!front,!and!replaced!them!with!
Lucite.!!He!also!refinished!the!back!to!conceal!all!
the!electric!wiring!that!comes!from!the!floor!
above!each!room.!
!
Sam’s!dollhouse!is!truly!a!work!of!art!and!
generous!gift!to!Newbridge!on!the!Charles.!•!!

!
!
He!purchased!an!architectural!plan!of!a!VicK
torian!Manor!dollhouse!and!built!it!in!his!workK
room!in!the!basement!of!their!Milton!home.!!Sam!
is!a!meticulous!person!who!approaches!a!project!
methodically,!often!solving!mechanical!problems!
in!an!original!way.!
!
The!dollhouse!is!built!on!a!scale!of!one!inch!
to!one!foot!and!has!twelve!rooms:!a!music!room,!
dining!room,!sitting!room,!living!room,!hallway,!
kitchen,!five!bedrooms,!and!one!bathroom.!!Each!
room!is!lit!by!a!chandelier,!sconces,!or!lamps;!
The Bridge
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John Averell

How!many!people!have!a!wellKknown!witch!for!
an!ancestor?!Probably!more!than!you!think.!AnyK
one!from!old!Yankee!stock!has!ten!generations!of!
marriage!and!intermarriage.!Of!course!being!at!
NBOC,!I!am!in!the!decided!minority!of!old!YanK
kees.!My!wife!Shirley,!like!many!NBOC!residents,!
never!met!her!grandparents,!last!known!whereK
abouts!in!the!Ukraine!or!Latvia,!and!is!not!sure!of!
their!last!name,!!
Sarah!Averell!Wildes!was!my!(nine!times)!
greatKAunt.!She!was!born!about!1627!in!Chipping!
Norton,!England,!one!of!seven!children!of!WilK
liam!Averell.!Her!brother!William!Averell!Jr!was!
born!in!1625.!William!Senior!sailed!from!EngK
land!sometime!in!the!early!1630's!and!settled!in!
Ipswich,!Massachusetts.!I!am!the!twelfth!generaK
tion!direct!descendant!of!William!Averell!Sr!of!
Ipswich,!through!Sarah's!older!brother!William!
Jr.!
Sarah!was!executed!by!hanging!in!Salem!on!
July!19,!1692,!condemned!by!the!Court!of!Essex!
County!for!witchcraft.!Accompanying!Sarah!WilK
des!to!the!gallows!on!that!day!were!Sarah!Good,!
Elizabeth!How,!Susanna!Martin,!and!Rebecca!
Nurse.!So!much!has!been!written!about!the!SaK
lem!Witchcraft!trials!that!there!is!no!need!to!reK
hearse!the!details!here.!A!quick!web!search!on!
the!subject!"Sarah!Wildes"!and!"witch"!will!give!
you!plenty!to!read.!Since!that!time,!all!of!the!soK
called!"witches"!have!been!formally!pardoned!of!
the!hysterical!accusations!and!subsequent!conK
victions!on!that!sad!page!of!history.!
When!Sarah!married!John!Wildes!in!1663,!
she!!was!John!Wildes'!second!wife,!and!had!one!
child,!Ephraim,!by!him.!One!source!says!Ephraim!
was!the!constable!who!served!the!writ!of!accusal!
against!Sarah!in!1692.!However,!another!states!
that!Ephraim!arrested!a!Mr.!and!Mrs.!Hobbs,!who!
then!accused!Sarah!in!revenge!for!their!own!arK
rest.!Both!John!and!Ephraim!declared!that!Sarah!
was!innocent!of!the!charges.!!
The!intrigue!underlying!the!witchcraft!trials!
indicates!that!money!and!politics!were!the!true!
source!of!the!troubles.!•!
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